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CONTACTING ROCKSCHOOL

004 WELCOME

005 THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF MUSIC
Meet the two basic musical units at the heart of all music
006 Laying The Foundations
007 Building The Major Scale
008 The Musical Alphabet

013 THE STAVE
Learn how to draw notes on the stave to communicate your musical ideas
014 Notes On The Stave, Clefs & Ledger Lines
016 Transposing Between Octaves
018 Accidentals

019 SCALES
Introducing the fundamental patterns behind musical melody
020 The Major Scale
021 The Minor Scale
022 Intervals
025 Major & Minor Pentatonic
026 The Blues Scale
028 Key Signatures & Sharp Keys
029 Flat Keys
031 Relative Minor Keys

033 CHORDS
How to use notes together to create harmony and progressions
034 Harmonised Major Scale Triads
036 Diminished & Augmented Triads
038 Harmonised Major Scale Tetrads
040 Inversions & Slash Chord Notation